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Mobile harbour crane technology has become an increasing 
feature in bulk terminals, a trend that is strongly reflected in the 
22 four-rope grab cranes that Gottwald Port Technology sold 
last year (26.8 per cent of orders) in what was once a market 
dominated by purpose-built equipment. 

For a long time now, in addition to building a broad range of 
mobile harbour cranes for a variety of cargoes, Gottwald has a 
thriving trade in bulk handling applications, notably coal. Having 
introduced the mobile harbour crane to the market some 50 
years ago, the company innovatively started to manufacture the 
four-rope grab version for professional bulk handling in the 
early 1980s. Today, bulk handlers can choose between mobile 
harbour cranes and portal harbour and floating cranes based on 
proven mobile harbour crane technology. All three crane types 
are based on the standardised concept and are available as four-
rope grab variants. 

With these developments Gottwald has pioneered the use 
of all types of its harbour cranes in both multipurpose and 
specialised terminals. Furthermore, the company is optimistic 
that its presence in bulk terminals will continue to grow, given 
the positive feedback on the new Generation 5 harbour cranes, 
launched in spring 2006. Generation 5 is said to put Gottwald 

cranes on a level with special equipment for both container and 
bulk handling. With numerous versatile variants and a further 
upgrading in terms of performance, as reflected for instance 
in lifting capacities of up to 200 tonnes in heavy lift and a 63-

Flexible efficiency in coal handling 
Gottwald Port Technology GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany

Four-rope grab HMK 360 EG Mobile Harbour Cranes transloading coal from sea- 
going vessels to barges at Antwerp Bulk Terminal (ABT) in Antwerp, Belgium. 

Four-rope grab HPK 330 EG Harbour Pontoon Cranes (Floating Cranes) handling bulk in the Port of South-Louisiana, USA. 
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tonnes grab curve, increased hoisting speeds, drive powers, crane 
classification and moves per hour, the cranes can handle all types 
of cargo, in all kinds of terminals, on all ship sizes.

To date, Gottwald has sold more than 1,000 harbour cranes 
worldwide, of which more than 180 were four-rope-grab cranes. 
A significant proportion of these cranes are used for coal handling, 
a development fuelled by the growing energy requirement. 

So what, apart from high performance, are the benefits that 
induce leading bulk terminals to make full use of these gentle 
giants on a daily basis?

Advantages
A low initial capital outlay, reduced overheads for the quayside 
infrastructure as well as short delivery and assembly times are 
decisive points in favour of Gottwald Harbour Crane types when 
compared to purpose-built equipment. 

Flexibility is another major asset. The cranes can easily be 
integrated in existing or future workflows and infrastructures. 
Mobile harbour and floating cranes can be relocated fairly easily 
to another quay or port to suit changing conditions, and this 
further increases the resale value. Even with the four-rope grab 
version is there an allowance to cater for other types of cargo, 
such as general cargo and containers. 

The proven Gottwald Mobile Harbour Crane technology, used 
to date in over 1,000 cranes, is a further key factor highlighted 
by customers. A perfect example is the Gottwald-typical diesel-
electric drive providing excellent availability and efficiency as 
well as low fuel consumption. As an option, the cranes can be 
powered by the shore mains, resulting in a further reduction of 
operating and maintenance costs. In addition, environmental 
protection is further increased by avoiding exhaust gases and 
reducing noise pollution. While mobile harbour and floating 
cranes can optionally be prepared for using external power, 
portal harbour cranes are normally equipped with the necessary 
equipment from the outset. 

A high crane classification ensures a long service life 
and caters to the special conditions of continuous-duty 
bulk handling up to several thousand operating hours p. a. 
Numerous standard features plus a broad range of optional 
features ensure a high degree of operating comfort, automation 
of frequent repeated motions, safer operation with high 
availability and extended diagnostic possibilities. The standard 
scope of the new Generation 5 includes, for example, radio 
remote control, the Visumatic® crane management system, a 
highly positioned tower cab, and a video system supplying 
images from the boom head to the monitor in the tower cab. 

To improve the view, especially during bulk handling, the 
cab can be forward-mounted by 2.5m from the outset. The 
standard active dust protection system prevents dust from 
entering the rooms and increases protection of the machinery. 
The load guidance system, one of the options, ensures even 
safer and more comfortable operation with such features as the 
‘semi-automatic point-to-point handling mode’ that facilitates 
high-speed load movement or ensures the simplest route to a 
destination such as to a hopper. 

A closer look at some coal terminals using Gottwald’s four-rope 
cranes illustrates the performance and the variety of solutions for 
any scenario.

 
Gottwald Harbour Cranes for bulk handling –  
advantages at a glance

• Low specific investment costs 

•  High degree of flexibility if the need arises for a quick change of 
cargo type

•  High classification 

•  Short delivery and assembly times

•  High resale value

•  Up to a max. 63-t grab curve 

•  Diesel-electric drive or external power supply

•  Simple procedure for relocating mobile harbour and floating 
cranes 

•  Easy integration into existing or future workflows and 
infrastructures 

Four-rope grab Generation 5 G HPK 8200 B Harbour Pontoon Crane (Floating 
Crane) with a 50-tonnes grab curve, handling coal at Rietlanden Stevedores’ 
terminal in the Port of Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

Four-rope grab HSK 360 EG Portal Harbour Cranes handling coal at ABP’s 
Humber International Terminal berth 2, Immingham, UK. 
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Mobile harbour cranes – always and 
anywhere in the port 
For a long time now, the Belgian Antwerp Bulk Terminal (ABT) 
has been using two HMK 360 EG Mobile Harbour Cranes 
to handle coal and other bulk material. On the one hand, the 
two cranes unload the coal from vessels onto the quay where 
it is stockpiled and later reloaded, again by the two Gottwald 
cranes, onto coasters and barges. In addition, thanks to their 
wide working radii, they can trans-load the coal directly from 
sea-going vessels to barges. The HMK 360 EG cranes achieve 
average handling rates of up to 1,200 tph apiece, depending on 
site conditions. 

At ABP’s Humber International Terminal in Immingham, the 
largest coal import terminal in the UK, three HMK 280 EGs have 
been in operation at berth 1 since 2000. With a peak handling 
performance of 2,100 tph the three cranes unload coal into 
hoppers on the quay which then feed road trucks for further 
transport. 

The Ership terminal in the Port of Huelva, Spain, which already 
operates two HMK 330 EG and one HMK 300 EG crane for coal 
handling, most recently expanded its Gottwald bulk handling fleet 
with a G HMK 8210 B offering a 63-tonnes grab curve. This was 
the first Generation 5 four-rope grab mobile harbour crane that 
went into service. 

Portal harbour cranes – solutions on track 
Where available space is limited, in ports with narrow or special 
quays, equipped with rails and conveyor belts, portal harbour 
cranes fit the bill. They are not only popular as replacement for 
older rail-mounted machines but also as new equipment, as can 
be seen again in Immingham, this time at Humber International 
Terminal berth 2, which was commissioned in 2005. Here, two 
HSK 360 EGs form an integral part of a perfectly adjusted coal 
supply chain. With a peak handling performance of 2,780 tph the 
two cranes feed an enclosed conveyor system via two hoppers 
that are mounted on the same rails as the cranes. The conveyor 
belt then carries the coal to the stack. 

Based on the positive experience with its existing Gottwald 
cranes coupled with the excellent service and support, ABP 
decided to opt once again for a ‘Gottwald’ for the next stage of 
the Humber International Terminal extension and ordered one 
Generation 5 Portal Harbour Crane, a G HSK 7416 B. 

Floating cranes – free of the bounds of quay 
structures 
Coal transhipment by water plays a major role in many coal 
ports, and this is where Gottwald Floating Cranes come into play. 
However, they are not limited to mid-stream handling, as can 
be seen at Rietlanden Stevedores’ terminal in the Dutch Port of 
Amsterdam, a major coal hub. Here, a Generation 5 G HPK 8200 B  
Harbour Pontoon Crane with a 50-tonnes grab curve ensures 
maximum flexibility. It is used for direct transloading from sea-

going vessels to barges (in the protected waters in front of the 
locks and the harbour basin) and to transfer the coal directly to 
the shore. 

One of the most recent projects also involves a G HPK 8200 B,  
this time with a 63-tonnes grab curve for coal handling in 
Indonesia. It was ordered by PT Puteri Borneo Company for use 
in coastal waters 35 km ahead of Kalimantan, where the crane can 
operate in weather conditions with windforces of up to six on 
the Beaufort scale and wave heights of up to 1.6m. The crane will 
obtain Special Feature class ‘LA’ in the Lloyd’s Register Book – a 
confirmation that the crane meets the highest demands in terms 
of its overall mechanical and structural design and construction. It 
is expected to come into operation in spring 2007. 

Portal harbour cranes on barges – the sky’s 
the limit
For maximum flexibility, floating cranes are also available as portal 
harbour cranes on barges. Since June 2006, the Shipyard River 
Terminal, a subsidiary of Kinder Morgan, in Charleston, South 
Carolina, USA, has been using two Gottwald HSK 330 EGs on 
barges to handle coal with performance rates of up to 1,100 tph 
apiece. The cranes can either transload coal mid-stream from large 
vessels to small river barges or dock at the pier to feed hoppers 
and a conveyer belt. When used on the pier, both cranes work on 
a vessel at the same time. Thanks to their rail-mounted portals, 
they can travel on the barge and serve several ship holds without 
the barge needing to be shifted. 

With a comprehensive portfolio of products and services for efficient cargo 

handling and management of stacks at ports and terminals, Gottwald Port 

Technology GmbH also offers many more products and solutions, the aim of 

which is to meet and exceed application requirements and customer requests. The 

range includes individual cranes and complete systems, ranging from the Mobile 

Harbour Crane to Wide Span Gantries, automated transport systems and software 

to consulting services and project management.
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Two four-rope grab HSK 330 EG Portal Harbour Cranes on barge, commissioned 
by Gottwald in 2006. These cranes discharge coal for the local power stations 
at a quay in South Carolina, USA. 


